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Abstract
The theater-level command relationships in the Republic of Korea are
complex and nuanced. They are often misunderstood by American and
South Korean military and civilian leaders. Available open source
resources often focus on specific elements of the command relationships,
sometimes over-relying on official rhetoric from the respective
commands. These narratives don’t provide a complete picture of how
these distinct organizations work together towards the common goal of
defending South Korea from North Korean aggression. This paper
consolidates and amalgamates relevant open source resources to provide
clarity to what was previously an opaque understanding of the interconnected, yet distinct relationships between the four concurrently
operating theater-level commands that have roles in defending South
Korea. In particular, this paper dissects each command’s roles, its
relationships with the commands, and guidance and direction governing
each command.
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Introduction
Theater-level command in Korea is distributed across four separate
and distinct commands. Each command maintains its own clear-cut,
higher authority and a unique set of imperatives. This complex, nuanced
command structure is often misunderstood by military and civilian

leaders in both the Republic of Korea (ROK) and the United States
(U.S.), particularly those with casual or new relationships to the
commands or the U.S. / ROK security framework. This essay is intended
to provide a concise description of the command structure in Korea to
help correct existing—and prevent future—misunderstanding of the
commands, their respective roles, the relationships between the
commands, and where each receives guidance and direction. While all
four theater-level commands operating in Korea are addressed, this essay
largely focuses on the three U.S.-affiliated commands.
The four theater-level commands in Korea are: U.S. Forces Korea
(USFK), a American unilateral command; the ROK Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS), a Korean unilateral command; the Combined Forces Command
(CFC), a U.S. / ROK bilateral command; and, the United Nations
Command (UNC), an American-led multinational command.
The U.S. Government (USG) attempts to mitigate the numerous
administrative and logistical challenges of managing such a complex
structure in a relatively confined area through the practice of
simultaneously appointing, or “triple-hatting” service members for duties
across all three U.S. affiliated staffs (USFK, CFC and UNC). For
example, the Senior U.S. Military Officer assigned to Korea
(SUSMOAK), a flag/general officer (FO/GO) in the grade of O-10, is
triple-hatted as the Commander of USFK, CFC, and UNC.1 For its part,
the ROK Government (ROKG) considers its Chairman of the JCS
(CJCS) to serve as the senior military advisor (similar to the U.S. CJCS)
as well as the senior operational commander of the Korean Armed
Forces. Comprehending the individual roles, authorities, and the
relationship between SUSMOAK and ROK CJCS is fundamental to
understanding the command structure in Korea.
While the practice of triple-hatting on the U.S. side may create
efficiencies in the allocation of resources, it also contributes significantly
to the confusion about theater-level command structures in Korea. An
unintended, expedient outcome of “triple-hatting” is a “slash-bar”
mentality that groups USFK / CFC / UNC together in discussions and
documents. Grouping these commands based on the SUSMOAK’s
appointed duties improperly intermingles one command’s authorities,
responsibilities, and equities with another.2
The only effective method to overcome the inherent challenges
associated with “triple-hatting” is a skilled staff with a clear
understanding of each command’s unique set of roles, missions and

authorities. This staff should be adept in performing their duties while
maintaining the ability to change their conceptual focus. The staff,
leaders in particular, must be able to instantaneously transition between
their appointed duties and internally wrestle with, and adjudicate among,
the competing command imperatives.3 As an example, in a crisis the
SUSMOAK must resolve the competing imperatives of UNC to
deescalate the crisis situation and return to Armistice (cease fire)
conditions. As the CFC Commander, the SUSMOAK is responsible for
preparing for hostilities, and should hostilities begin, to decisively win.4
Further complicating the internal dialogue and decision making process
for the SUSMOAK are his USFK Commander duties, in which he is
subject to orders from the USG. Likely actions would include beginning
the Reception, Staging, and Onward Movement of U.S. forces, or to
support Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations (NEO).5 A second
consideration for the USFK Commander might be supporting a USG
decision to disassociate the U.S. from a crisis and treat it, for the time, as
a North-South issue. As the Commander of UNC and USFK, he is
acting on possibly competing guidance from the USG, while as the
Commander of CFC, he is responding to guidance from the bilateral
Military Committee.6 The conflict of de-escalation measures with
preparation for combat and non-combatant evacuation convey different,
polar-opposite messages to our opponents and complicates the bilateral
U.S. relationship with the ROK.
Furthermore, the four theater-level commands in Korea also wrestle
with synchronizing competing government policies. American and
Korean policies are shaped by their respective domestic population’s
expectations and influenced by changes in the security environment.
Pressure from regional powers and international community is also a
significant factor, but not near as influential as those by the domestic
audience. The UNC is the outlier among the four commands, in that the
international community and contributing nations have greater influence
on the UNC’s decision-making process than on the other commands.7
The ability, or inability, of the ROK and U.S. Governments to bridge
policy differences dramatically influences the ability of these four
theater-level commands to achieve their end states, individually and in
concert for the collective good. Should Washington and Seoul be unable
to resolve competing policies, tension may arise between the ROK JCS,
UNC, and USFK, leading to paralysis in the CFC on combined reactions
to threats against the ROK.8

The following diagrams depict the theater command relationships
during Armistice (peacetime) and during hostilities (wartime).
Figure 1: Theater Command Relationships During Armistice,
circa 2016

Source: Created by the author from multiple sources.9
Figure 2: Theater Command Relationships During Hostilities,
circa 2016

Source: Created by the author from multiple sources. 10

U.S. Forces Korea
The U.S. Department of Defense’s Unified Command Plan
establishes the missions and geographic responsibilities among
combatant commanders. The Unified Command Plan designates USFK
as a subordinate unified (sub-unified) command. Current U.S. joint
doctrine does not contain detailed information on the roles, organization,
and structure of sub-unified commands. When doctrine does exist, it
tends to be emphasis Title 10 of the United States Code, which focuses
on responsibilities of the individual services, as opposed to functions of
an operational headquarters.11 Sub-unified commands are something of
an anomaly, having been largely replaced operationally by joint task
forces.
USFK is the senior military command for American forces in Korea.
A FO/GO in the grade of O-10 commands USFK. USFK reports to the
U.S. Pacific Command (USPACOM), and represents USPACOM to the
ROK JCS. USFK and its subordinate service components perform Title
10 functions for U.S. forces in the ROK. The Korea-based service
component headquarters, maintain varying degrees of control over
permanently stationed and rotational forces. Korea-based service
components also report to Hawaii-based component headquarters that are
subordinate to USPACOM or other functional Combatant Command
(COCOM) service component commands. USFK’s mission, functions,
command relations, and support relations are codified in standing
USPACOM Instructions.
In the event of crisis or hostilities, USFK performs a supporting role
to CFC. As a supporting command, USFK executes critical supporting
tasks such as NEO for American citizens and designated third country
nationals, and RSO for American and multinational augmentation forces.
USFK also provides reach-back support for CFC to USPACOM, the
functional COCOMs, the U.S. Joint Staff, and, when authorized,
agencies of the USG.12
Republic of Korea Joint Chiefs of Staff
The ROK JCS is the senior military command and the secondhighest deliberative organization for military policy in the ROK; the
State Council, which includes the ROK President (POTROK) and the
Minister of National Defense, is the nation’s highest policy-making
entity.13 The ROK JCS headquarters staff is similar to the U.S. Joint

Staff and performs comparable functions. These include, providing
strategic direction of the service departments and operational commands,
and integrating them into an efficient team of land, naval and air forces.
Service departments in Korea are charged to man, train, and equip forces
similar to their American counterpart’s Title 10 responsibilities.
However, unlike the U.S. CJCS, the ROK CJCS is the senior commander
in their armed forces, and maintains executive authority over forces in an
operational role.14
Although the ROK CJCS has a greater operational role than its
American counterpart, he has less authority and a more limited role in
inter-governmental discussions. The ROK CJCS, also a FO/GO in the
grade of O-10, is less influential in formulating national security and
defense policy. This often results in the ROK CJCS deferring decisions
his American counterpart would routinely make while awaiting policy
guidance from the Ministry of National Defense or Blue House.15
Nevertheless, the chairman is a national military authority and sits on the
bilateral Military Committee in this capacity. As the senior commander
in the ROK Armed Forces, the ROK CJCS is an operator and responds to
ROK National Authority when executing unilateral missions, and
Military Committee guidance for agreed-upon Alliance missions.16 The
ROK military has many roles and responsibilities that they choose not to
partner with the U.S. Yet, at the same time, there have been numerous
occasions when the ROK has partnered with the U.S. outside its Mutual
Defense Treaty obligations.17
The ROK JCS controls daily security operations in Korea, including
the initial responses to North Korean provocations and attacks.18
Following a bilateral consultative process and decisions by the ROK and
U.S. National Authorities, control of operations is transitioned from
unilateral Korean control to bilateral (U.S.-ROK) control of operations.
In select, agreed-upon cases during crisis, Korean forces may transition
to operate under CFC control in support of UNC.
Combined Forces Command and Alliance Decision-Making
Architecture
The CFC is the bilateral (U.S. / ROK) command in Korea. It is the
designated theater-level operational command for bilateral responses in
crisis and for U.S. / ROK Alliance actions during hostilities. CFC has a
standing headquarters and component commands, but no permanently
assigned forces. The forces CFC would lead during a crisis response or

hostilities remain under their respective governments during the
Armistice. Once Washington and Seoul reach a bilateral decision to
provide CFC with necessary authorities and resources, the respective
National Authorities approve the change of operational control of forces
over to the bilateral command’s control.19
Although CFC has no permanently assigned forces, the command
exercises Combined Delegated Authority (CODA) over Korean forces
designated by the ROKG.20 CODA provides the CFC Commander
nominal authority to prepare forces for hostilities during the Armistice.
CODA only applies during Armistice and early phases of a crisis, periods
when CFC doesn’t have direct control over Alliance forces.21
Furthermore, CODA only applies to Korean forces as the ROK Armed
Forces are solely responsible for daily security operations. In addition,
standing USPACOM instructions to USFK and Korea-based service
components, allow CFC to obtain support from American forces during
the Armistice, including planning and training for missions during
hostilities.22 CODA and the standing USPACOM Instructions related to
supporting the Alliance command are exercised daily in tasks ranging
from bilateral contingency planning, to combined training and exercises,
to Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence
(C4I) network integration efforts.
The USG appoints the CFC Commander and the ROKG appoints the
Deputy Commander; both officers are FO/GOs in the grade of O-10.23
Although the senior commander is an American, he responds to orders
from the Military Committee in performing the duties as the CFC
Commander. Many people do not fundamentally understand this nuance
of the Alliance command. There are several strategic documents that
codify the standing guidance and authorities from which the CFC
Commander operates.24
The bilateral Military Committee provides guidance and direction to
the CFC commander.25 The Military Committee consists of two
sessions, a Plenary session and a Permanent session.26

Figure 3: U.S.-ROK Military Committee Structure,
circa 2016

Source: Created by Author from multiple sources.27

The plenary session is a meeting of the full Military Committee that
traditionally has been used to deliberate and achieve concurrence on
Alliance business. Although the Military Committee frequently decides
routine issues, it often forwards recommendations on more sensitive
matters to American and Korean National Authorities for ultimate
resolution. The plenary session normally meets once a year, but can, and
does, meet in crisis situations.28
The Military Committee’s plenary session is composed of the U.S.
CJCS, the USPACOM Commander, the ROK CJCS and another ROK
FO/GO, normally the ROK JCS J5 (Strategic Plans). The CFC
Commander also sits on the plenary session. Both countries are equally
represented in the plenary session: there are two U.S. members, two
ROK members, and one combined member, the CFC Commander.29 The
CFC Commander does not represent the U.S. or the ROK in the plenary
session meetings. Rather, the CFC Commander represents and advocates
for bilateral alliance interests. The Military Committee reaches its
decisions through concurrence between both sides, rather than a
numerical vote.
Thus, the plenary session’s decisions represent
agreement between the American and Korean views.30
A standing Military Committee body is held in permanent session.
The permanent session provides the Alliance with a decision-making
body capable of providing the CFC with both routine and time- sensitive
guidance.31 The permanent session is composed of two members: the
Koreans are represented by the ROK CJCS and the Americans are
represented by the SUSMOAK.32 Understanding the permanent session,
the relationship between the SUSMOAK and the ROK CJCS, and their
authoritative relationship to CFC (and ROK JCS) is also key to
comprehending the command relations in Korea. Permanent session
actions are normally validated at the annual meetings of the plenary
session.33 In addition, the plenary session generally provides the
permanent session with alliance management tasks to be implemented
over the next year. Lastly, the permanent session’s individual members
serve as the respective country’s senior-level conduit for seeking
additional clarifying policy and decision guidance between plenary
sessions.
The U.S. Secretary of Defense and the ROK Minister of National
Defense provide guidance to—or validate the decisions of—the Military
Committee decisions through the Security Consultative Meeting (SCM)
mechanism.34 Similar to the Military Committee, the SCM generally

meets annually, but also has established procedures to meet in crisis
situations, as required. SCM-level decisions are made anytime the SCM
comes to an agreement on an Alliance issue. For extremely sensitive
situations, the American and Korean Presidents will be consulted, and
will ultimately approve recommendations or provide guidance to the
SCM.35 Lastly, it is important to highlight that the U.S./ROK Alliance is
bilateral and consultative, with neither partner possessing the authority to
unilaterally issue guidance to CFC.36
United Nations Command
The USG established the UNC to lead UN member nation’s forces in
the summer 1950 following North Korea’s invasion of the ROK. The
U.S. was already supporting the ROK with ground, sea and air forces
when the United Nations Security Council enacted Security Council
Resolution 84. The UN Security Council requested UN member nations
provide military forces under a U.S. unified command, and the U.S.
appoint a commander of such forces.37 The UN Security Council
resolution did not authorize the establishment of a command, but
sanctioned the command’s actions on behalf of the UN’s first collective
security effort. It did this by authorizing the U.S. command to fly the
UN flag during the course of its operations and by requesting the USG to
submit reports on the command’s activities.38 The USG coined the
unified command’s naming convention.39
The UNC Commander is a FO/GO in the grade of O-10 appointed by
the USG. The UNC works for, and reports to, the USG. The UNC’s
reporting channel runs through the U.S. CJCS to the Secretary of
Defense, and culminates with the U.S. President. USPACOM is not
within UNC’s command or reporting chain; however, the UNC is
expected to inform USPACOM on its communication with the U.S.
CJCS.40 The UNC provides routine status reports through the U.S. Joint
Staff and U.S. Department of Defense, to the U.S. Department of State
and its UN delegation, and onward to the Security Council and the UN
Secretary General.41 The UNC’s mission, command relations, support
relations, functions, and communications channels are codified in
Memorandum, Joint Chiefs of Staff 9-83 (MJCS-9-83), a Terms of
Reference (TOR) document issued in 1983.42
The UNC was established as a belligerent, not a peacekeeper.43 The
“UN” in the UNC’s naming convention often confuses the casual
observer in that the command has more affiliation with the UN body than

it actually does.44 The UNC is more akin to contemporary UN
authorizations for collective security actions such as the American and
Saudi Arabian-led coalition mission for Operation Desert Storm in
Kuwait and Iraq, than to other UN missions including the UN Protection
Force (UNPROFOR) in the former Yugoslavia.45 This dichotomy has
resulted in the UN Security Council and the wider UN system having
distanced itself from the UNC since the conclusion of active hostilities in
Korea in mid-1953. Despite the UN’s distancing itself from the UNC,
the UNC-related UN Security Council Resolutions remain active.
Though a USG-established command, the UNC has served since its
inception as the venue for UN member nations to provide military forces
to the defense of the ROK. These nations are referred to as the UNC
Sending States.46 Multinational Sending States maintain their interests
and equities in the UNC through liaison teams, as well as their
ambassadors to the ROK; there are currently 16 active UN member
nations.47 Some of these nations have formalized Foreign Exchange
Officer agreements with the USG. Foreign officers have been formally
appointed to UNC staff positions, although this is a recent
phenomenon.48
The UNC is no longer the theater-level warfighter command it was
in the 1950-1953 Korean War; it is not the headquarters responsible for
the defense of the ROK. These roles and missions were transferred to
the CFC in 1978, at which time the UNC became a multinational
supporting command. Despite this change of mission focus, the UNC
retains the responsibility for maintaining friendly force compliance to the
Armistice Agreement. Regardless of the changes to UNC’s role and
missions, the command remains a belligerent and an active participant to
the Armistice. However, the UNC no longer has an active enemy
counterpart per the terms of the Armistice Agreement; the Korean
People’s Army (KPA) and the Chinese People’s Volunteers (CPV)
withdrew their Military Armistice Commission (MAC) representatives in
the mid-1990s.49 In spite of the KPA and CPV withdrawal, the UNC
continues to appoint its MAC delegation (UNC MAC). The KPA’s
successor to the KPA MAC, the Panmunjom Representatives delegation,
formally notified the UNC MAC delegation on April 4, 1996 that it
intended to withdraw from the Armistice Agreement, as well as its
responsibilities related to the maintenance and administration of the
Korean Demilitarized Zone and Military Demarcation Line.50 Regardless
of the CPV and KPA withdrawal from the Armistice Agreement and its

provisions, the UNC adheres to the letter and spirit of the cease fire
document, including maintaining the formal mechanisms codified in the
Armistice. These include continued support to the UNC MAC
delegation and the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission.51
However, despite the opposing side’s withdrawal from the Armistice and
its mechanisms, the KPA still tacitly complies with the Armistice,
periodically meeting with the UNCMAC delegation via the General
Officer Talk venue, concluding several supplementary agreements to the
Armistice, and largely respecting the Military Demarcation Line, Han
River Estuary, and Demilitarized Zone.52
Small-scale engagements and battles have occurred repeatedly since
the cease fire was concluded 63 years ago. Historically, the UNC
Commander’s most effective tool to maintain the Armistice Agreement
following initial self-defense actions by ROK (and U.S.) forces has been
to separate friendly forces from the opposing enemy forces, and prevent
the resumption or escalation of localized hostilities.53 Since 1978, and in
particular after the 1994 ROKG’s withdraw of operational control, the
UNC Commander can request the CFC Commander to exercise CODA
over ROK forces through the ROK CJCS to direct this separation of
friendly forces.54 CODA requests can be time consuming, as it is
difficult to reach units in contact and depends on Korean compliance.
Since it was developed in 1994, CODA has only been exercised once
with troops in contact or immediately following an engagement. This
occurred after a 2002 ROK-DPRK naval engagement. CODA was
exercised to support a recovery operation of the sunken ROK ship. The
operation was carried out under a UN flag.55
Conclusion
In closing, the four separate, distinct, and concurrently operating
theater-level commands in Korea are unique, and can be a challenge to
negotiate. However, experienced staff members who understand the
commands and command relations—particularly the multiple hats worn
be senior leaders—can address the challenges that regularly present
themselves during the course of daily activities. Leaders can positively
shape the command environment by clearly delineating specific
commands, discouraging slash-bar grouping in staff actions, and
distinctly assigning the various command missions.56
Better
understanding each command’s roles, functions, communications and

reporting chains, as well as the relationships among the commands, will
address some of the misperceptions of command relations in Korea.
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